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From: Barbara Byrne - NOAA Federal <barbara.byrne@noaa.gov>


Sent: Saturday, May 25, 2019 8:46 AM


To: J. Stuart


Cc: Garwin Yip - NOAA Federal; Cathy Marcinkevage


Subject: Delta section coordination for Tuesday COB


Garwin and Cathy -- Please weigh in if my plan of attack doesn't sync up with what you expected to hear.


Jeff -- Per yesterday's meetings and post-meeting debrief, it was decided that responses to the DOI comments


for all effects sections are due Tuesday COB (don't panic yet --- go to plan of attack at end!), when the updated


drafts will be passed along to the I&S leads. Some targeted elements will be shared with Reclamation Tuesday


COB and a full "peer review package" will be shared with Reclamation on Friday (after another internal


review).


I have been assigned to address comments on the Delta, including the three targeted elements due to


Reclamation on Tuesday. The three targeted elements are (1) putting salvage-density model results in a


population context, (2) More explanation of our conceptual model of far-field effects, and (3) inclusion of the


DCC clarifications from the meeting this week.


Plan of attack (call me if you have questions/qualms/revisions):


Barb


 By 8am Monday: Get targeted Delta elements to the management team (and you) to allow time for


review/revisions before sharing with Reclamation Tuesday COB.


 By 8am Tuesday: Address as many DOI comments as I can (focusing on those related to PA


clarifications) and send to you for a final check.


 By COB Tuesday: Complete any revisions to targeted elements, and make sure they get into the master


Delta effects document. Work with you on any questions you had on my revisions.


Jeff


 On Tuesday, by COB: Review Barb's edits (Delta elements received Monday morning; full Delta section


received Tuesday morning), drop in any Perry stuff ready to go. If you'd rather get some "rolling" edits


over the holiday weekend to limit the amount of review needed on Tuesday, let me know.


Jeff & Barb


 Tuesday COB: Check in at end of day Tuesday to deal with any revision questions and make sure all our


"parts" have been incorporated into the MASTER doc. Post final to ROCON and let ROC managers


know we're done.


Barb


--

Barb Byrne


Fish Biologist

NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region
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